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ÖZET
Hemotoraksla başvuran pleural multikistik mezotelyal proliferasyon olgusu

Pleural multikistik mezotelyal proliferasyon çok nadir bir serozal patolojidir. Bu yazida dispne ve göğüs ağrısı şikayetiyle acil servise başvuran ve hemotoraksla prezente pleural multikistik mezotelyal proliferasyon olgusunu paylaşmak istedik. Literatürde pleural multikistik mezotelyal proliferasyon tanımlanan bir olgu bildirilmiştir. Pleural multikistik mezotelyal proliferasyon nadır bir benign patoloji olrsa da hemotoraks gibi yaşamalı komplikasyonlara neden olabilir.
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Pleural multicystic mesothelial proliferation is a very rare serosal pathology. In this paper, we share a pleural multicystic mesothelial proliferation case arrives the emergency service with sudden chest pain and dyspnea complaint that presented with hemothorax complication. In the literature, there is only one pleural multicystic mesothelial proliferation issue that is determined by coincidence. Even though being a rare benign pathology; pleural multicystic mesothelial proliferation can cause some vital complications as a hemothorax.
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INTRODUCTION

Multicystic mesothelial proliferation is a rare disease of the serosal cavity which is usually seen in abdominal region (1). Mesothelial cystic are classified in two groups which are pleuropericardial and pleural (2). Pleural multicystic mesothelial proliferation (PMMP) seen very rarely. The first case of pleural multicystic mesothelial proliferation was described by Ball in 1990 (3). In the literature, we coincidence with two PMMP case that one of them is multilocular.

PMMP, which is accepted as a benign pathology, is determined by coincidence and usually developed asymptomatic presentation. In this paper, we share a PMMP case with hemothorax complication.

CASE REPORT

A 43-year-old female patient arrive the emergency service with severe chest, chest pain and dyspnea and there is no respiration sound on right hemithorax upper zone. We do not detect any characteristics on the case’s history. The other physical examination case, blood and biochemical investigation of the patient are normal. Airfluid level of upperright zone is watched in chest X-ray. In thorax computed tomography, hydropneumothorax is reported which is compatible with right lungupper lobe posterior segment (Figure 1A). We estimated a cyst hidatic with perforation complication.

When the right hemithorax of thoracotomy with the diagnosis of perforated cyst was investigated, a perforated air cyst which has quite thin and transparent periphery was seen on right lung upper lobe posterior. In the air cyst, two imperforated cystic lesions with dark greenblackcolored liquid were monitored (Figure 1B). Also there was unretained dark-muddy hemorrhagic liquid (approximately; 2 liters) in the cyst and on thorax. The patient had a real hemothorax (blood in the pleural space) and bloodstained fluid inside the cyst (in the lung). Extra parenchymal cystic constitution is excised primarily. Histopathologic investigation is reported as compatible with PMMP (Figure 1C,D).

DISCUSSION

There is no consensus about the PMMP which is benign or malignant and the etiology of PMMP is not pointed. Therefore, definition of PMMP as histological lesions was found more suitable (1,4,5). Sometimes PMMP is being confused with malignant and due to the pleural li.

Figure 1. A: Hemothorax on thorax CT, B: Giant pleural cyst and two imperforated small cysts; thin membranous cysts containing serohemorrhagic fluid are coalesced together. C,D: Hystopathological view; pleural proliferation (Hematoxylineosin magnification x40); The cysts are composed of a single layer of cuboidal cells and thin fibrovascular stroma.
quid, it can be diagnosed, frequently, at the end of the clinical research (4). In our study, the patient arrive the emergency service with hemothorax complication. We think that the big cyst may be bleeding.

The rare PMMP has benign characteristics can be confused with malignant and can cause some emergent complications as in our case. In the literature, for the rare PMMP case, the only case is multilocular (5-7). There is limited number of pericardial cyst phenomenon series that is originated from mediastinum unilocular mesothelial in the literature (6-8). The pericardial or the other mediastinum mesothelial proliferation case is separated from PMMP via having unilocular structure and connective tissue and thought as mesothelial cyst (6,9).

The etiology of this disease is not known yet. However, in the etiology, unknown fibers and dusts generate inflammation mediators and mechanical injury in mesothelial cells and causes hyperplasic and neoplastic changes (6). According to some other scientist, tuberculosis pleurisy plays a part in the etiology. However, this relationship was not shown in the declared case. Some other scientists declare that tuberculosis pleurisy occurs as the result of migration of coelomic structure (10).

As a result, even though being a rare benign pathology; PMMP, can cause some vital complications as in our patient.
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